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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical modelling within the oil and gas industries involves the solution of time depen- 
dent partial differential systems [1,2]. In the evaluation of microwave heating processes, the 
constant coefficient model often leads to misleading results due to the complexity of the field 
distribution and the variation of the dielectric properties of the material with several parame- 
ters [3,4]. Constant coefficient models are inadequate in drying processes where the humidity 
changes are important [3]. Linear flow of heat in the semi-infinite solid where thermal properties 
are time dependent but independent of position in presence of lateral heat loss are modeled by 
the one-dimensional diffusion equation [5, p. 59; 6] 
u~ (x, t) - b (t) ut (x,  t) - a (t) u (x,  t) = 0, x > 0, t > 0, (1) 
where b(t) > 0 is related to the thermometric conductivity and a(t) > 0 measures the lateral heat 
loss. Economic problems related to the valuation of options with time-varying interest rate and 
volatility can be modeled in terms of (1) starting from Black-Scholes formulae, see [7, p. 101]. 
In spite of the widely use of numerical methods for the treatment of partial differential equations 
and mainly for the time-dependent coefficient model, there are important reasons to construct 
explicit solutions because they explain the physical phenomena, re useful to study the variation 
of the solution according with the data, avoid accumulation errors and they permit to check the 
correctness of the model. 
Undoubtedly, the advent of computers with their constant growing processing and storing 
capabilities made it possible to find solutions to a wide variety of interesting PDE problems that 
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had been intractable in the precomputer a ea. The natural trend in the development ofcomputer 
methods for PDEs, as one should expect, is to construct a universal software capable of solving a 
great variety of PDE problems. Unfortunately, this goal is not fulfilled yet, due to the following 
reasons. 
1. PDE problems allow a considerable variety of formulation. 
2. Certain features of PDE problems require individual treatment. 
3. There exist many numerical methods designed to deal with small classes of problems, none 
being truly universal. 
As a consequence of these difficulties is not infrequent to find that 
1. the solution of PDEs is very often carried out in an ad hoc manner and usually concerns 
highly specialized application area; 
2. the resulting PDE programs usually lack flexibility in changing their structure or even 
parameters. 
These drawbacks of numerical methods and the advantages of explicit solutions suggest o 
investigate the construction of the explicit solution, at least when the model is linear. 
This paper, that may be regarded as a continuation of [8], deals with the mixed problems 
described by (1) together with the initial condition 
u (z, o) = g(z ) ,  • > o, (2) 
and one of the two boundary conditions 
ux (0, t) = f(t),  t > 0, (3) 
u(O, t) = f(t) ,  t > 0. (4) 
It is important o point out that unlike to the constant coefficient case; i.e., a(t) = a, b(t) = b, 
for all t > 0, equation (1) cannot be transformed into a simple heat equation, see [5, p. 58]. 
Following the ideas developed in [8], the purpose of this paper is to construct explicit solutions 
of problems (1)-(3) and (1),(2),(4) using Fourier transforms. The organization of the paper is as 
follows. Section 2 is addressed to obtain the formal solution of problem (1)-(3) using the cosine 
Fourier transform. Section 3 is concerned with the proof of the fact that the formal solution 
given in Section 2 is rigorous solution of problem (1)-(3). Section 4 deals with the solution of 
problem (1),(2),(4) using the sine Fourier transform. 
Throughout this paper Srs denotes the sine Fourier transform and brc the cosine Fourier trans- 
form. For the sake of clarity in the presentation we recall the convolution theorem for the cosine 
Fourier transform. 
If 9t'c {f(x)}(w) = Fc(w) and 9re {g(x)}(w) = G~(w), then [9, p. 239;10], it follows that 
f0 lf0  Fc (w) a~ (w) cos(wx) dw = ~ f(y) [g(x + y) + g(lx - Yl)] dy, (5) 
/o Fs(w)Gc(w)s in (wx)dw= ~ f (y ) [g ( Ix -y l ) -g (x  + y)] dy. (6) 
If b > 0, then by [11, p. 480] one gets 
oo 2 ~ b 2 
f0 e -x cos(2bx) dx = (7) -We- 
and differentiation of definite integrals with respect o a parameter [11, p. 18] is given by 
_ f (a) df (x ,a )dx .  (8) da J¢(a) f (x ,a)  dx = f(~(a), a) da j¢(,) 
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If a > 0, b > 0, then by [11, p. 515] it follows that 
f0 ~ 1 / -Y_~ e -ax'-b/z2 dx = ~ Va  e . (9) 
Let us recall some mean value theorems for integrals that will be used below. If f (x)  and g(x) 
are two bounded functions integrable in [a, b] and if 9(x) does not change of sign in this interval, 
then 
f f f(x)g(x) dx = f(~) g(x) dx, a < ~ < b. (10) 
Le, t f (x)  be a bounded, monotonic increasing, and nonnegative function in [a, b], and let g(x) be 
a bounded integrable function. Then, 
f b f b f(x)g(x) dx = f(b) g(x) dx, a < r} < b, (11) 
see [11, p. 1129]. Throughout his paper, L 1 denotes the space of all absolutely Lebesgue- 
integrable functions on the positive real line. Symbol • represents he convolution operation, see 
[9, p. 206]. 
2. THE BOUNDARY CONDIT ION CASE 
uz(O,t)  = f ( t ) :  FORMAL SOLUTION 
In this section, we deal with problem (1)-(3) under the hypotheses 
a(t) and b(t) are continuous, positive and there exist 
a > 0 and b > 0 such that a(t) > a and b(t) > b; 
(12) 
g(x) is continuous and lies in L 1, 
f(t) is continuous in the positive real line. 
(13) 
(14) 
Our strategy is based on the existence hypothesis of a solution u(x, t) such that u(., t), ut(., t), 
Ux (., t), and ux~ (., t) both regarded as function of the active variable x, all lie in L a. Let Lt(t)(w) = 
J:~{u(.,t)}(w) for t > 0 fixed, w > 0. By applying cosine Fourier transform to equations (1),(2) 
and taking into account he properties of this transform one achieves the ODE problem 
du(t)(w) (~2 + y(t) b(t~ (t)) Lt(t)(w) b(t) ' 
u(o)(w) = o(~), 
t>0,  
(15) 
where from (2), 
Solving (15) one gets 
c(~o) = J:c {a(x)} (~) = ~=c {u(., 0)} (w). (16) 
.fo((~o2+a(8))/b(s)) d8 _ fOt _~-.f:,((~2+a(s))/b(s)) d  f(v)b(v) dv. L/(t)(w) G(w)e- 
By applying the inversion theorem for the cosine Fourier transform to (17) it follows that 
(17) 
u(x,t) = J=21 iu(t)(~)] = ~x + h ,  (18) 
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where 
2 ~ °° 
11 = -~ G(w)e- f~((w2+a(s))/b(~)) ds COS(WX) dw, (19) 
/0 (/0' ) 12= ---2 oo e_Z((w~+a(s))/b(s))dsf(v ) ~r b(v) dv cos(wx) dw. (20) 
Fubbini's theorem allows us to write/2 in the form 
I2 2/or (gf0 ~ ) = -Tr e- f¢(a(s)/b(s))as f(v)b(v) e-~2 J:(ds/b(~)) cos(wx) dw dv. (21) 
Substituting z = w(f  t ds/b(t))l/2 into the improper integral appearing in (21) and taking into 
account (7), (20), and (21) one gets 
I 2 -  v/-~ t (~tb.~jds ~-l/26-(f,~(a(s)/b(s))ds+a.[,~(~:/b(~)) ) f(v._._)) (22) 
Note that I1 can be written in the form 
/0 I1 = 2e-  f~(a(8)/b(8))d8 G(w)e-W 2f~(d~/b(s)) cos(wx) dw. (23) 7~ 
By Section 2 of [8] one gets 
e-W 2`[~(ds/b(8)) = ~c {h(x)} (w), 
By (5), (23), and (24) it follows that 
1 ( /0 t db_~8))-1/2 I1 = ~ iv e-f~(a(s)/b(s))ds 
( /0 t db_~8))-l/2 - ~2 h(z)= r e ".[~("~/"('~)). 
j•0 
°° [ - 1~+,)2 _ /x-,,I 2 } 
x g(Y) le  "fo('~/b(~))+e 4.[o("~/"(~)) dy. 
(24) 
(25) 
By (18), (22), and (25) one gets the formal solution of problem (1)-(3) given by 
U(x,t)---- 5 71" e-f°(a(s)/b(s))ds g(y) e 4E('~/~(~))+e 4Jo('L~/"('~)) dy 
JO 
(26) 1 t ., ~2 V/~ ~ (~t ~8))-l/2e_(f,,(a(s)/b(s))ds+4,:,,(,l,/b(~)))f(v)dr. 
b(v) 
3. THE MATHEMATICAL  ANALYSIS  
OF THE FORMAL SOLUTION 
In this section, we prove that under hypotheses (12)-(14), the function u(x, t) defined by (26) 
is a rigorous olution of problem (1)-(3). Let us check first that u(x, t) defined by (26) satisfies 
equation (1) for t > 0, x > 0. Since by (18) one gets u(x, t) = I1 +/2, we start paying attention 
to the partial derivatives of I1 and /2 regarded as functions of the variables x and t. By the 
differentiation theorem of parametric integrals [12] applied twice to I1 (x, t) and (25), it follows 
that 
OIl (x,t) -- 1 ( /t Us ~-3/2 
Ox 4v/K \Jo b(s) ] e-'[g(a(8)/b(8))ds 
x g(y) (x + y) e 4fo(~'/b(~)) + (x -- y) e 4JO('L~/b(~)) dy, 
02i, (x,t) = e_ fo(,(,)/b(,))d s ( /o tds  ~_3/2 (27) 
Oz2 4V~ b(s) ) 
e 4fo("'/b(')) (x -  y)2 
x g(y) 1 2 fo(ds/b(s)) + 1 2f~ds)-~s)) e 4.1o("'/"(~)) dy. 
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Considering 12 = I2(x, t) defined by (22) and applying twice the differentiation theorem of para- 
metric integrals one gets 
1 
Ox 2 ~ 1 2 £ ~ss/b(s) (28) 
By (18), (27), and (28) for x > 0, t > 0 one gets 
1 t (1 x2 ds -3/2 
/oo , ,s: ) (// 
• " (fo ) xe-(f~C~(')/~C')>~'+.f:(,..,.>>) S(~) e-f~(°(')/~('>)~' ' d~ -~/~ b(v) dv -  4x/~ b-~ (29) 
× c~ e 4f~(d, /b( . , ) )  -- 1~-"?  
2 fo (d~/b(~)) ] 
Before the evaluation of ut(x,t), let us write Ii(x,t) in the form 
,( i, "' Ii(x,t) = ~ r e-f~(a(s)/b(s))dSJl(X,t), (30) 
where 
Regarding Jl (X, t) 
parametric integrals applied to J1 (x, t) one gets 
OJl(X,t) j~o ~ { (x + y)2 (~t  db_~s) )-5/2 - l ~+~? 
Ot = g(Y) 8b(t) e 4.fg (~.~/b(~)) 
- -  e ,• ( . , . /b ( . ) )  (32) 4b(t) b -~ e ' f ; (~'" ' )>+ 8b(0 b -~]  
4b(t) b -~} e ,  f$,~./b(.))dy. 
Note that the integrand of 12 defined by (22) presents an avoidable discontinuity at the point 
(t, Q. In fact, let F(v, t, x) be defined by 
, ds -'/~e-(s:coc.)/~(.>>~,+,r:,~.~,.)>) S(.) t .  > 0, 
F(v,t,x) = b(v)' - (33) 
O, t = v, 
t and note that if we define V(~) = (J~ ds/b(~))l/2, ¢(v) = f~ (a(~)/b(~))ds for 0 <_ . < t, then for 
t >v_>O, onegets 
F(v,t,x) = e -¢(v) 1A°(v) f(v) 
e(X/2~(')) 2 b(v)" (34) 
If v --* t, then ~a(v) -~ 0 and ~b(v) -* 0. Hence, 
lim 1/~a(v) = 0 and l imF(v, t ,x)  -- O. (35) v-,t e(Z/2~(v) ) 2 v-,t 
v<t  
J l(X,t)= g(y) e *I~ (~'/b(')) +e  ,f~(~,/b(.)) dy. (31) 
as an integral of the parameter t > 0, by the differentiation theorem of 
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Thus, we can write 
I2(x, t) = - F(v, t, x) dv, F(t, t, x) = 0 
and applying property (8) one gets 1//{ OI2(x,t) = F(t,t,x)- e-(f':(°(s)/b(~))as+'f,~ (2"2'/b('))) 
dv. 
2b(t) ,,Iv b~ 
By (18), (30)-(32), (36), and (37) for x > 0, t > 0 it follows that 
2b(t)[~r ft(ds/b(s))~l/2 g(y) e "Io (d'/~(')) +e ~fo (~/b(')) dy 
k Ju / (Z')-" '  ,fo(a,/,(o)> (z + y)2 ds 
+ b(t)v'-~ 9(;;) ~ 8 b-~ 
41 (~ t ds ~-3']b(s)] J +e- ~'-'?'fo(a'/'(')) (x-y)a (~t ds ) ~(s
1 -,,,]} i 
(footb-~s)) dy ~fo  -a(t) 4 \Jr b(s)] 
, ( I '~  j(Z' ~) .,:~,.,,,,,),~v> 
b(v) dr. 
By (26), (29), and (38), if x > 0, t > 0, one gets 
a(t)u(x,t) +b(t)ut(x,t)= e-f~(a(s>/b(s))ds ~oo {(x+y)2  (fro t ds ~-5/2 _ ~=+,? 
g(Y) 8 b(s) ] e ",f~("'/'(')) 
- \ Jo  b-5-i } 4 
- -~-~?  -3 /2  
e "J°(d'/'(')) (fOt db--~s)) 
+ 4 ,s ii} ,, 
ds ~-l /2 t --2 
<,i (i',I,>~ (I ~) 
_12 uo ( p es ~-']b(s)/e-(s:(°(')'('>>"+<2"('>>) s(v)bv) e  
( )- - } 
+ 1 2fo(ds/b(s)) e "fX (`'/b(')) dy 
+-~--~ t (1 4 f:(~s/b(s))X2 ) t ds ~-3/2 -(f~(a(s)/b('))ds+'r'('2"/b('))) -~)  e . . . .  b(v) dv 
=.=(x , t ) .  
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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Thus, u(x, t) defined by (26) satisfies (1). Now we prove that condition (2) holds true showing 
that for x > 0 fixed one gets 
lim u(x, t )  = g(x). (39) 
t-*0 + 
By (18), it is sufficient o prove that for x > 0 fixed one gets 
lim I i (x,  t) = g(x), 
t--~O+ 
With the notation of (33), (34), and (36), note that 
lim h(x , t )  = O. (40) 
t-*0 + 
F(v , t ,x )  = F l (v , t ,x)F2(v) ,  h (x , t )  - 1/o' vf  ~ F(v,  t, x) dv, 
F l (v , t ,x )=e-¢(" ) (~(v) )e - (~/2~( ' ) )2>O,  monotonic increasing function of v, 
y(v) 
F2(v) = ~ is bounded and integrable function of v. 
By property (11), for each t > 0, there exists r h in ]0, t[ such that 
h(z , t )  = - F l ( t , t ,x )  f (v)  , ~ av, t > O, O < r h < t. 
By the arguments used in (35) and (41) it follows that 
lim I2(x, t) = O. 
t-~O+ 
By (25), one can write 
where 
I1 = e-f~(a(s)/b(s))dsI1, 
1 ( t d8 )-I/2 fooo (y) ( - j.+y)z _4f!,(a_f/):.))} 
and as limt-.o+ e-Jd(a(s)/b(s))d. = i, by (42),(43), in order to prove that 
it is sufficient o justify that 
lim I i (x , t )  = g(x), 
t-*0+ 
lim /~ (x, t) = g(x), x > O. t--~0+ 
Note that making the substitution z = -y  into the integral 
g(y)e ".fo ("'/b(')) dy = - g ( - z )e  4.fo("'/"(')) dz 
a__ _ 1~-.)2 
= g( -z )e  ".fo "("/b(')) dz, 
(2O 
we can write (43) in the form 
1 ( fOt d~s))-I/2/°° - ~'-'°2 i 1 ~- -~ 7r "g(y)e afo(aS/b(")dy 
d-(x~ 
= "5 • K , (x ) ,  
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
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where 
~(y) = { g(y), y > O, (46) 
g(-y),  y < O, 
and 
e "fo (a~/~(')) (47) K~(x) = ~ . b(8) / 
with /_ ~ gt(y)  dy = (48) 1. 
oo 
Since g is continuous, by (45)-(47) and Theorem 7.3 of [9] one gets (44). Hence, (39) is established. 
Now we are concerned with the proof of condition (3), i.e., 
lim ux(x,t) = f(t), t > 0 fixed. (49) 
x---*0+ 
We recall that for x > 0, t > 0, one gets 
e- f°(a(s)/b(s))ds (~0 t d~8) ) -3/2 
ux(x,t) = - 4v~ 
x g(y) (x + y) e 4fo(d~/b(~)) + (X -- y) e 4.fo('l"/b(~)) dy (50) 
+ -~ b(s)) e b(v) dv. 
Since g lies in L 1, the improper integral appearing in the first term of the right-hand side of (50) 
is uniformly convergent when (x, t) lies in a bounded rectangle. Hence, for t > 0 fixed, one gets 
lim f g(y) (x+y)e-4fo(d"/~'(~)) +(x- -y)e-~. ld  ("~/b(~')) dy 
x---*O + Jo 
= g(y) lim (x + y) e 4"fo(~L~/b(')) + (X -- y) e 4.fo(~./b(,.)) dy 
x-*O+ 
=0.  
By (50),(51), in order to prove (49), it is sufficient o show that if 
( ) 
g(x,t) = 2~ b--(7) ] e b(~) dv, (52) 
then 
lim J (x,t) -- f(t),  t > 0 fixed. (53) 
x-*0+ 
Let us introduce then functions of variable z lying in [0, t] and defined by 
hi(Z) = a(t - z), bl(Z) = b(t - z), 
f0 ~ hi(U) fo z du (54) AI(z) = ~ du, BI(Z) = 
bl(U) 
Then 
t a(s) as= ~o t-v a ( t -  z) dz = fo t-~ al(z) dz = 
b(s) = b(t- -z)  = b-~z) - B l ( t -  v), 
1 1 1 
S~(z) = bl(z) - b ( t -  z) and S~(t -  v) - b(v)' 
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and J(x, t) can be written in the convolution form. Note that as a(t) and b(t) are positive 
functions, by the mean value for integrals, see (10), then there exists ~ E ] 0, t - v [ such that 
/o t-v /o t-v dz Al(t  - v) = al(z) dz = al(() = al(()Bl(t - v). (55) 
bl(z) bl(z) 
Since al(~) = a(t - ~) = a(6), with 0 < 6 < t, by (54) and (55) one gets 
J (x,t)  =J(x,t,a(~)) 
~0 (56) x t e_(~/a(~)Bl(t_,)+(x/2~))~eXV/.~(-~ (Sl(t_v))_3/2 S~(t -v) f (v )dv .  = 
By the continuity of a(t), and condition (12) there exists constants a and A with a < a(~) < A, 
so that in accordance with the notation of (56) one gets 
J(x, t, A) <_ J(x, t) = J(x, t, a(6)) <_ J(x, t, a). (57) 
Note that by (57), condition (53) holds true if 
lim J(x, t, a), t > 0 fixed. (58) lim J(x, t, A) = f(t) = x-.o+ 
x---*O+ 
The proof of (58) is the same for both values of the parameter appearing in the third entry of J ,  
so we only state the proof of limx-~0+ J(x, t, a) = f(t). Let us write 
t 2zvq 2 
J (x,t ,a) = e -zv~ f xe . . . .  e- (v~~+z/2~)  (B l ( t -v) ) -Z/2B~(t-v) f (v)dv 
Jo 2v~ (59) /; = e -~ g~(t - z) ( / .  x[o,t]) (z) dz = ~-x~ ( / .  ~Io,t]) * gx(t), 
where X[o,tl is the characteristic function on the set [0, t] and 
/ ( xe2~ - '  ,,"~v'~-~+ 2 g=(r) = 2-----~-e (Bl(r)) -312 B~(r), r > 0, (60) 
O, r<_O. 
Furthermore, considering the substitution h(r) = - x / ~  and using (9) one gets 
/ /; oo e2Zv~ e -(x/'~(x/h(r))+(h(r)/2)) h'(r) dr 
e2ZV~e -zv~ ~0 °° 
- -  2V/- ~ e-((ax2/h(r)2)+(h(r)2/4))h'(r) dr (61) 
= e2~V~e-~V~ ~ 12v~e-~V~ = 1. 
By (59)-(61) and Theorem 7.3 of [9] it follows that 
lim J(x, t, a) = f(t), t > 0 fixed. 
z---*0+ 
Summarizing the results of Sections 2 and 3, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 1. Under hypotheses (12)-(14) the solution of problem (1)-(3) is given by (26). 
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4. THE BOUNDARY CONDIT ION CASE u(O,t)= f(t) 
This section deals with the construction of the formal solution of problem (1),(2),(4). Technical 
details for checking that such a function is a rigorous solution are neglected because they are 
analogous to those treated in Section 3. Here we use the sine Fourier transform and we assume 
the existence of solution u(x, t) so that regarded as functions of the active variable x, u(-, t), 
ut(.,t), ux(.,t), and uxx(.,t) are both in L 1. By applying sine Fourier transform to equations 
(1),(2) and taking into account he properties of this transform one achieves the ODE problem 
dbt(t)(w) - -  (w2 + a(t)) wf( t  ) 
bit) H(t)(w) + ~(t)' (62) 
u(o)(~v) = c (w) ,  
where 
H(t)(w) = J:=s {u(-, t)} (w), G(w) = Jzs {g(x)} (w) = 9vs {u(., 0)} (w). (63) 
Solving (62) one gets 
f U(t)(w) = a(w)e-fX((~2+~(s))/b(s)) d  + w e-f¢((w2+a(s))/b(s)) dsf(v) b(v) dv. (64) 
By applying the inversion theorem for the sine Fourier transform to (64) it follows that 
~(~,t) = 7 f  ~ {u(t)(w)} 
= 2 e- fg(~(s)/b(,))ds f c~ G(w) e-~: Z(ds/b(s)) sin(wx) dw (65) 
7£ JO 
(/o o ) +-- e -f~(a(s)/b(s))dsf(v) e-W2 /~(ds/b(s))wsin(wx dw dv. 
7r b(v) 
Note that if h(x) is given by (24), by (6) and (24) one gets 
// 2 _ fo(a(s)/b(s)  ds G(w)e -W 2 fd(ds/b(s)) sin(wx) dw - -e  
7Y 
2 _ fd(~(s)/b(~))ds fco  J:s(g)(w)J:c(h)(w) sin(wx) dw 
~ Jo (66) 
- -  --e-f°(a(s)/b(s))'S g(Y) ~e(- l'-')24fo(""/b(')) -- e- ,,+,)2 }4.f~(,,/b(,)) dy. 
By (7), we have 
~0 °° H(x)  = e -~ ~ f: (d~/b(s)) cos(wx) dw 
= 2 b(s)/ e 4f:(d,/~(,)), 
and by the differentiation theorem of parametric integrals and (67) it follows that 
H'(x) =-  e -w2 f~(ds/b(s))w sin(wx )dw. 
Hence, using (67) and (68) one gets 
/o (// ) 2-- te_f~(a(s)/b(s))dsf(v ) e-~2 f~(ds/b(s))wsin(wx)dw dv ~r b(v) 
2 f t  e- Z (a(s)/b(s)) as f(v) H' (x) dv 
r Jo b(v) 
_ x fo, l..r, --.ds ~-3/~ e-(S:(°cs)/bc'))'s+"'°:/~'. ~o' ' "  ' "")/(~) dv. 
2VF \J. b(s) / b(~) 
(67) 
(6s) 
(69) 
Explicit Solution 167 
From (65), (66), and (69), the formal solution of problem (1),(2),(4) can be written in the form 
e-f~(a(s)/b(s))dS ~oOO (_  {~-u) 2 _ ~+,)~ } 
U(X, t) = t 1/2 g(Y) - e 4fg(,,~/b(~)) dy 2( .  fo(ds/b(s)) ) I e 4fo(d'/b(8)) 
-~--2--'--~ ~0 ( i  t b~s)) ~ ~' 4J~,(a(s)/b(s)) b(v)de. 
(70) 
Verification that this formal solution is a rigorous olution involves straightforward modifications 
of the mathematical nalysis developed in Section 3. The only subtle point is that making the 
substitution z = -y  into the integral 
/0 
oo _ /~+;,)2 i _c¢  _ /~_ . )2  
-- g(y)e 4fo(d~/b(s)) dy : g ( - z )e  4Io("~/b(')) dz 
; - (~-z )  2 
= - g(-z)e 4f~(~./b(.)) dz
O0 
and 
J l=2  • b-~ Jof g(y) e 4fo(ds/b(s))-- 
1(  _ . _  
2 J-oo 
_ l~+,,>~ }
e 4fo(ds/h(~)) dy 
where 
= { g(y), y > O, 
-g( -y) ,  y < O. 
Summarizing the following result holds. 
THEOREM 2. Under hypotheses (12)-(14) the solution of problem (1),(2),(4) is given by (70). 
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